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expressed therein.Ciara Fortune's Long-Awaited 'Runaway' Is Here At Last Enlarge this image toggle caption Courtesy of
the artist Courtesy of the artist Ciara Fortune's first solo record, Runaway, is finally out. Fortune, who has worked with
Chance the Rapper and Bleachers, has been a popular artist who's rarely released her own music; her last single was
2014's "Going Crazy," a song that gained plenty of airplay but was never released in an official capacity. Enlarge this
image toggle caption Courtesy of the artist Courtesy of the artist Fortune is back with Runaway, a 15-song collection that
includes a collaboration with Chromeo's Nacho and TK. In it, she pokes fun at the ways black men tend to be fetishized and
sexualized. "He rides with me in the backseat / I promise you it's going to be safe and it's going to be sound," she sings,
referencing South African rapper Koffie K. "I can smell that sweet little ass / He's walking in my direction / He's so fly, I
swear to God." On Runaway, Fortune allows herself to be vulnerable — especially when talking about the joys and
drawbacks of being a black woman. "I feel like my heart is wrapped in shame," she sings on "F.O.S.T." Fortune, born in
Chicago, was a DJ and a songwriter before making music in Los Angeles. She shared the music of a new generation, but
she didn't often release an album as impressive as Runaway. "I'm proud to share Runaway as my first solo album because I
feel like it's my best work and a reflection of the state of my emotions and the state of how I felt in 2014 and 2015, when I
recorded it," Fortune says. YouTube Fortune started making music when she was 20 years old; she'd been a DJ on the side
for five years when she recorded her album with Bleachers singer Anthony Raneri. It was called Love Death Do Us Part,
but to Fortune it didn't sound like any of her music. "I was writing all these songs about women and dating and
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